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'Jaws' puts the bite on public interest
By David Fandray
Every year seems to produce one
or two Alms that stand out in their
ability to capture the public's
imagination. There is something
that is so appealing about these
films that they come to have a
pervasive influence on almost every
aspect of daily life.
People talk about them, they
stand in lines to see them once,
twice, six times or more; and it
seems that everyone is trying in one
way or another to capitalize on
their subject matter.
In case anyone has not noticed.
"Jaws" is the latest film to sweep
America off its feet, doing for
sharks what "The Godfather" did
for the Mafia and what "The
Exorcist" did for the devil.
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THAT "JAWS" was goi.ig to be
successful seemed to be a foregone
conclusion. Before the book was
even published. I saw Peter
Benchley, its author, make an
appearance on NBC's "Today"
show.
He appeared to be happy and
confident.
Sensing that the book had hit on
the formula, combining the nght
proportions of suspense, violence.
sex and novelty, the entertainment

industry jumped on it. That
morning Benchley said that he
already had sold paperback and
film rights to his novel.
i
From this auspicious start.
"Jaws" has gone on to be much
more than successful-it has become
a phenomenon.
Exactly why this happened is
anyone's guess. A neat and tidy
way to explain this phenomenon
would be to look at the motion
picture and find that it is simply a
masterful work of cinematic art.
NICE AS IT would be to explain
"Jaws' " popularity in this fashion,
it is just not true.
The movie gets off to a good
start. Terror and suspense are
created effectively. Using the best
techniques of traditional horror
movies, "Jaws" shows innocent,
unsuspecting people who suddenly
become the victims of some
powerful force that attacks them
from out of the dark depths of the
ocean.
There is a genuine conflict set up
when it becomes apparent that this
menace is a shark. The creature is
swimming in the waters off a
summer resort town. This opens the
question of whethe' the town's
beaches should be closed in the
interests of public safety or kept

open to avoid hurting the town's
tourist economy.
About halfway through the film,
however. "Jaws" degenerates into a
second-rate adventure saga.
The use of terror becomes less
subtle. We are shown the shark and
see it attack its victims. Where we
initially
had
to
use
our
imaginations, everything suddenly
is thrown up on the screen in front
of us. And, as every fan of horror
films knows, imagined terrors are
much more gripping than those
created
in
special
effects
departments.
AT THE SAME time, the
conflict shifts from the battle over
closing the town's beaches to a
confrontation between man and
shark.
Once this happens, we are left
with an obsessed pursuit of the
shark that is little more than
watered-down "Moby Dick."
When asked why this film has
been able to so thoroughly seduce
the public. Dr. Michael Marsden.
acting chairman of the University
popular
culture
department,
offered two possible explanations.
"The film is primal, gimmicky
and manipulates you like mad, but
it makes you confront your fear-it
allows us to confront dark.
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unknown terror." Dr. Marsden said
in noting the simple and graphic use
of gut-level terror.
Dr. Marsden noted that the
popularity of "Jaws" "is largely a
media creation." pointing to the
massive public relation campaign
connected with the filming and
marketing of the movie.
Tim Scheurer. popular culture
instructor who is using "Jaws" as a
text in one of his classes, also
indicated that the simplistic
confrontation between man and
shark is appealing in its clearly
drawn battle lines and conclusive
ending.
"When you look at all of the
irrationality
in
America
today-Watergate,
rising
gas
prices-it's scary. In 'Jaws,' it is all
controlled. Man definitely wins in
the end. It becomes a simple
triumph of good over evil."
A well-planned blitz, of media
hype helped arouse interest in
"Jaws." and now it seems likely
that the movie will go on selling
itself.
This motion picture has become
a phenomenon, and 1 doubt that
even those who ordinarily would
not be interested in such a shallow
film will be able to resist attending
it-just to sec what all the fuss It
about.
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Energy efforts
result in savings
By Mary Frey

Energy saving efforts at the
University have been successful,
according to
Robert
McGeein,
University coordinator of resource
planning.
From July to September a 13 per
cent reduction in resource usage was
recorded over consumption for the
same period last year. Consumption of
all
four
utilities-natural
gas,electricity, coal and water-was down
this year during July and August from
1974 levels.
Natural gas usage was down SO per
cent over last year, electricity down
eight per cent, nine per cent less coal
was used and water consumption was
down about 10 per cent. •
"We have been successful, but the
most important thing is we are being
successful in a way that isn't hurting
anyone," McGeein said.
The conservation program was given
careful consideration in order to avoid
interfering with student and faculty
activities and lifestyles as much as
possible, McGeein said.
MCGEEIN SAID he was pleased
with the cooperation the conservation
program has received thus far.
However, he said he believes the
unusually cool weather lately has hurt.
Energy saving steps this winter will
include reducing temperature settings

to 68
degrees,
reducing
the
illumination level to 60 foot-candles,
installing steam control valves and
turning off heat in empty buildings on
weekends and over breaks.
When asked if the four-and-a-half
day work week used at the University
this summer could be implemented,
McGeein said it wouldn't be since the
number of students enrolled here
necessitates a five-day work week for
scheduling purposes.
Although
University President
Hollis Moore, Jr. has held student fees
down, it is possible that there will be
increases in tuition in order to meet
inflationary pressures, according to
McGeein.
LAST YEAR the University saved
S158,000 with the help of a computer
which is programmed to allow the use
of only a certain amount of electricity
during a IS minute period. Motors for
heating and air conditioning are turned
off automatically when the specific
level is reached.
This winter McGeein said he hopes
to monitor and coordinate steam heat
by computer, but explained that this is
still in the experimental stage.
Despite the 13 per cent saving in
energy consumption, McGeein says it
is a "false saving." Money is not being
saved, additional costs are being
avoided, McGeein said.

Concentration

Orange homecoming set
By Rob Arkwright
Staff Reporter
Tentative plans for "Big Orange
Weekend," this year's homecoming
celebration, have been released by the
homecoming committee.
But some members of the

Hearst to deny murder
despite links to robbery
San Francisco (AP) - A lawyer for
Patricia Hearst said yesterday he is
sure the once-fugitive heiress had
nothing to do with any murder, but
added he won't be surprised if she is
charged with one.
Hearst
reportedly
has
been
identified as the young woman who
rented a garage for a getaway car used
in a suburban Sacramento bank
holdup in which a woman customer
was ahotgunned to death. Federal
prosecutors say it is possible Hearst
and her revolutionary companions
may be charged with murder.
"They're undoubtedly trying to pile
up more charges against her," attorney
Terence Hallinan said in an Interview.
"I'm confident she was never
involved in a murder and if they throw
any murder charge at her, they'll never
make it stick," he said.
IN Los Angeles, a county grand jury
indicted Hearst and Symbionese
Liberation Army members William and
Emily Harris in connection with a May

1974 crime spree in Los Angeles
County.
The indictments, charging three
counts of armed robbery, six of assault
with a deadly weapon and two of
kidnaping, were expected to replace
state felony charges previously filed
against the three.
The Harrises have been held in Los
Angeles since last week. Prosecution of
the state charges against Hearst would
depend on developments in the federal
prosecution on a bank robbery charge
here.
The ties between the SLA and
crimes in Sacramento became stronger
yesterday as the FBI confirmed that
the Harrises lived in a rundown frame
house near the state capitol from
February to sometime in June.
Those dates coincide with the
murder-holdup at a Crocker National
Bank branch in suburban Carmichael,
and the robbery in February of a
Sacramento savings and loan office.
And the FBI confirmed a San
Francisco Chronicle report that federal
law enforcement sources are positive

Some persons study late in the quarter and others
start early, Ike this student found secluded in
Anderson Arena. (Newsphoto by Ed Suba)

Hearst rented the garage used to house
a stolen car employed in the Crocker
robbery.
The newspaper quoted its sources as
saying that was Hearst's only known
role in the holdup.

committee are not pleased with the
decision to exclude recognition of
representatives from major campus
organizations at the homecoming
football game.
October 23 has been designated as
"Orange Eve." Tentative plans include
decoration of inner campus and
decoration of "great orange trees."
Trophies may be awarded for the best
decorated trees at a dedication or
lighting of the great orange tree in the
evening.
The committee is considering a
downtown block party and may bring
Orange Eve to a climax with aerial
bombs and a visit from the "Great
Orange," who would arrive wearing a
white beard and "big orange suit" and
distribute buttons and orange candy to
the crowd.
PLANS have been approved for an
"Orange-inal
Sign Contest" on
October 24. Cardboard and paint will
be supplied and trophies awarded.

Other plans being considered for
that include painting the sidewalk
from the Union to the Stadium, an
orange creation contest and an orange
costume contest.
The largest snake dance on record
will be attempted that evening and the
committee is considering some sort of
"dusk to dawn" entertainment which
may be held at Sterling Farm.
Festivities at the homecoming game
might include a parachute drop or hot
air balloon, an orange balloon release
and a big orange promotion.
Michael Coman, Union Activities
Organization (UAO) representative to
the
committee,
said
that
a
homecoming concert has been booked
for October 26, but he declined to
release the name of the act that will be
appearing.
THE committee's decision to
exclude organizational representatives
from recognition at halftime of the
game has been criticized by Coman

Disease rumors persist
By Cindy Smercina
Staff Reporter
Confusion reigned yesterday among
county health officials, hospital
spokesmen
and
state
health
department officials over a reported
case of St. Louis encephalitis in Wood
County.
Robert
Becker,
supervising
sanitarian for the Wood County health
department,
said yesterday his
department received notice Tuesday
from the state health department in
Columbus confirming one case of the
dangerous encephalitis strain in a
Wood County resident.

Blood samples are taken from
patients suspected to be suffering from
encephalitis and sent to the state
health department for analysis.
BUT BECKER^could not identify
the person suffering from the disease
or where he or the was hospitalized.
Dr. Michael Jennings, medical
epidemiologist
for
the
Ohio
department of health, said yesterday
there are several suspected cases of
encephalitis in Wood County, "but
none have been confirmed to my
knowledge."
Dr. Jennings said it was possible a
lab report could have leaked out

without crossing his desk but said it
was highly unlikely. His office
possesses the most current case records
of the disease.
Dorothy Fox, health supervisor for
Wood County Hospital, said yesterday
there "haven't been any (cases of
encephalitis)
confirmed
at
the
hospital," but noted that the hospital
has treated three or four suspected
cases.
According to Becker, the patients
suspected of having encephalitis
probably are being treated in Toledo
hospitals, but again could not identify
them or the hospitals.

and Carletta Railey, Black Student
Union representative.
Railey said she supports the
activities being planned by the
committee, but added, "I feel that if
there is not going to be a homecoming
queen, then there should be some type
of representation on the field. What
better time and presentation than that
of the various organizations that
generally contribute a significant
portion of campus life here at Bowling
Green?"
But the committee was worried
about justifying which groups could be
represented at halftime, said James
Hooker, committee chairman, and
rather than worry about selection of
groups and representatives, wanted to
"get down to business and plan
homecoming."
Coman argued that representatives
from ten organizations recommended
by the committee would adequately
represent the student bouy. This, he
said, would allow some form of
student representation at homecoming
while avoiding complicated election
procedures and controversy that might
be a part of king and queen elections.
Hooker said the committee hopes to
finalize most of the plans for
homecoming at a committee meeting
Tuesday night.

Weather
Sunny and not so cool today, high
in upper 50a to mid 60s. Fair
tonight, low in upper 30s and low
40a. Tomorrow fair and high in
the 60s.

*
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drug program loss
unwarranted reaction
A man in Chicago was arrested recently because he would not take
his hands from his pants pockets while standing near President
Gerald Ford.
Though he had no gun, he was apprehended as a
possible threat to the President's security. This is an overreaction to
recent events.
At least 20 Secret Service agents and communications experts have
been combing the Hotel Robert Treat in Chicago this week where a
presidential cocktail hour and dinner party sponsored by the State
Republican Committee will be held tomorrow.
It seems that there is no happy medium available to those
responsible for safeguarding the President. Lately, the security is
either too lax or too tight.
Recent attempts on the President's life have prompted Secret
Service agents to be overly cautious and somewhat ridiculous in their
security measures.
When two attempts are made on the President's life, some
improvements must be made in Presidential protection, but Secret
Service ■gentrln this case have gone too far.
Pressing lOO hard in one direction creates as many problems as not
pressing hard enough. If people are arrested for such trivial actions as
keeping their hands in their pockets, perhaps it is time to curtail the
President's public appearances.
One handshake doesn't necessarily guarantee a vote or popularity.
President Ford should consider limiting his appearances or speak
from a podium in the future for his own safety and for the welfare of
the country. Maybe then, innocent people can once again go about
their business without worrying about unwarranted arrests.

WASHINGTON-The
unrelenting
critics of Mrs. Betty Ford finally have
penetrated the president's political
skin. But they may not be happy with
the results.
The sustained furor over Mrs. Ford's
"permissive" attitude toward sexual
promiscuity and marijuana use among
today's youth is said to be the main
reason behind the shelving of plans to
name former Washington police chief.
Jerry V. Wilson as head of the Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA).
The publicly-stated reason for
abandoning the Wilson nomination is
that the White House feared a bitter
confirmation fight in the Senate.
DEMOCRATIC liberals, according
to administration
sources,
were
planning to oppose the 47-year-old
Wilson
because
of
his
close
cooperation with the Nixon White
House in suppressing anti-Vietnam
demonstrations in the natioVs capital
by locking up thousands of youths
who had come here to protest.
Similarly, Senate conservatives were
reportedly preparing to buck Wilson
because of his view that prosecutors
and judges should not throw the book
at persons arrested for possession of
small amounts of marijuana.

J.F. terHoriI

Both of these perspective arguments
against
Wilson were
known-and
dismissed-by Ford associates at the
time he was put forth by the Justice
Department last summer as the
administration's top choice for the
$42,000 DEA post.
Indeed. White House sources at the
time were unimpressed with the
prospect of Senate liberal opposition
to Wilson and as for the conservatives.
White House aides said the questioning
of Wilson would be more in the nature
of
having
his
marijuna
views
"clarified" than in stopping his
nomination.
Bui
then
came Mrs.
Ford's
.nntiovcisi.il CBS television interview
in which she expressed a personal
opinion that premarital relations with
the proper partner might lower the
divorce rate and acknowledged--as she

had done on other occasions-that the
Ford
children
undoubtedly had
experimented with pot-smoking in
earlier days.
- AT FIRST, THE president and his
associates were inclined to shrug off
the attacks on Mrs. Ford as a tempest
in a teapot. But as public.reaction set
in, it was apparent that the First Lady
had rubbed raw a sensitive nerve
amoung millions of persons who
nominally could be counted as Ford
supporters.
Moreover, the White House staff has
been surprised by the sustained
intensity of the criticism of Mrs. Ford
and the efforts mainly by right-wing
militants, to ascribe similar permissive
views to Mr. Ford in the performance
of his presidential duties.
To have formally nominated Wilson
as the nation's chief enforcer of drug
laws in the face of such criticism, one
White House aide said, "would be like
waving a red flag in front of a bull."
Actually, Wilson is not soft on drug
abuse.
His
view
is
that
law
enforcement agencies should give
priority to problems of hard diugs like
heroin, whose flow into the U.S. is on
the upswing.
In an article in the Washington
"Post" several months ago. Wilson

advocated
"moderate
sanctions"
against possessors of small amounts of
marijuana, saying this would be "the
best way to retain a societal expression
of disapproval for an infraction that
few among us presently consider a
serious crime."
ACTUALLY, MRS. FORD is not as
permissive as her critics, including Mrs.
Nancy Reagan at one point, have
implied.
One of the more scurrilous assaults
being
circulated
among
solid
conservatives
is
a
flyer
from
Shreveport,
Louisiana
with
a»
ludicruous "explanation" that ' Mr.
Ford prompted the First Lady to
attack the American home and that it
stemmed from their courtship days in
Grand Rapids. Michigan where they
supposedly fomented revolution by
organizing NAACP chapters with
Communist and Jewish money!
This sort of guttersniping. however,
is not worrying the White House so
much as the unabating reaction of
middle-class voters who suspect the
Fords have abandoned the virtues and
morals of middle-America.
To nominate Wilson lor the DEA
job would only fan these fears, sources
indicated.

apartment energy tips
By Nancy Miller
Environmental Studio Center
Guest Columnist
Maybe you're a BGSU studenl
returning for another year of school.
The same apartment you rented last
year will cost you $10 more per
month this year.
Or perhaps you're new to the
University and to Bowling Green-a
i".'w faculty member or graduate
student, recently married, on a very
tight budget that doesn't allow for an
apartment so much more expensive
than you had anticipated.
You're probably feeling frustrated
and more than a bit angry at the
landlord who is "ripping you off." But
let's take a closer look at the
problem...
According to an Aug. 6 Bowling

THE PRESIDENT, 1976

i—checkout choree

The big supermarket news on
television is the announcement by The
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. that,
"Somehow we let pride get out of
balance.
We
forgot
our
own
philosophy. . .And we suffered for it."
The public expiation of A&P's guilt
is taking a fair chunk out of the
company's estimated $70 million
advertising budget, but these puzzling
mea culpas arc not the most important
things coming down al the checkout
counter.
The Introduction of the universal
product code (UK') is. In case you are
(he last to notice, those rectangles of
numbers
and
bars
of various
thicknesses appearing somewhere on
the package of every item of
merchandise In the grocery store are
UPC.
The pattern of the UPC bars allows
a laser beam at the cash register 10 tell
a computer exactly what you're

buying: in a trice the computer figures
the price and (ells the cash register
which automatically rings up the sale.
By the end of the year, 26,000 of
these units will be in place.
UPC SAVES supermarkets money
in a number of ways, including the
elimination of the need to stamp the
price on the merchandise, which will
not only appear on the shelf where the
item is displayed. But, as Media &
Consumer (Sept. issue) points out,
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"the industry as a whole has
notoriously bad reputation for lieability to maintain shelf prices
properly."
In addition, under the new system
comparison shopping will be harder
because customers will have to keep
track of costs themselves as they push
their wagons around.
Lastly, without having lo stamp
over Ihe numbers on the top of cans,
grocery chains can jump the prices on
goods already on the shelves without
their customers realizing il.

Use of the code is expected to save
supermarkets between I and 1.5 per
cent on sales. In an industry which
works on large volumes and small
margins that could be a lot of money,
between $200 and $.'00 million a year
by estimates in Ihe current issue of
Fortune magazine, but the new
equipment (laser cash registers and
computers) is so expensive that no
slore grossing under $2 million a year
could justify the cost.
THUS, YET another force is added
pushing in the direction of bigness,
and, as we will see, also in the
direction of standardization and away
from meaningful choice.
No store of any size can expect to
make money on the new system until
70 per cent of its merchandise can be
checked out under the UPC system.
Since stores that are 100 per cent
coded obviously will make more
money than those which are only
partially so. there will be a large
incentive lo package everything in a
way thai permits it to be scanned by
Ihe laser beam.
Prepackaging has already made meat
selection an irritating frustration.
Apples are already under plastic.
And have you been aware that in
the last few years the celery now
comes
wrapped
in
cellophane,
something which they can only
accomplish by chopping off the leaves.
Since celery leaves are indispensable to
good cooking, it shouldn't be long
before the gourmet sections of
supermarkets in the high-tent districts
start selling them for 35 cents a bag
with a proper UPC label on it.
Wilh checkout counter clerks
getting from six-to-eight dollars an
hour, the new system makes sense for
management. The way the economics
of food distribution have evolved, the
ideal supermarket wouldn't sell any

fresh produce which is more expensive
to handle and more prone lo costly
spoilage.
All
food
would
be
pre-cooked, pre-mixed and packaged
for convenience.
JIM HIGHTOWER, in his excellent
if depressing book, Eat Your Heart
Out (Crown Publishers. N.Y.. 1975,
$9.95), has some figures illustrating
how much more money is lo be gotten
from selling processed food than fresh
produce.
At last year's prices, potatoes could
be had for 10 cents a pound in
20-pound bags. The same potato
canned cost 25 cents a pound; in Ihe
form of a frozen French fry it was 35
cents; as an inslant mashed spud the
beast cost 71
cents a pound;
melamorphosized into chips il was
$1.10 a pound; and as something
called "Chipslers," which Highlower
describes as "a potato snack," the
same tuber is gelting a lordly $1.72 a
pound for itself.
The critical remarks of Ihe person
behind you in the checkout line do
not constitute a trend, but it does
seem now that Ihe grocery store of Ihe
future has arrived and a minority, at
least, don't like it. They are learning
how to prepare and cook raw foods
again, so thai they are coming lo
regard the variety of seven different
brands of identically inferior frozen
stew as no variety al all but as cosily
merchandising they must pay for.
Still minuscule in number, farmers'
markets are beginning lo re-eslablish
themselves. The laws, the government
subsidy structure, the transportation
system, everything is against them, but
environmental and fuel economics
may soon change that.
The new store with the laser beams.
UPC and Coke in the non-glass,
non-returnable,
non-biodegradabel
bottles may become the economic
loser.
It's possible. In some households
they say the procession of snacking
eaters has been replaced by something
called "Jie family dinner.
If so. the AAP might serve itself and
us better with less caterwauling on the
airwaves and more stores where the
customers can pick out raw food for
themselves.
As for packaging, there is the brown
paper sack, or we could even use the
bags we brought the returnable milk
bottles in for potatoes and the onions.

Green Daily Sentinel "lribum article
by staff writer Margaret Sberna. a
telephone
survey
of
apartment
managers showed that rents would
increase some $5 to $40 per apartment
unit in September.
WHILE THERE are other factors
(increased taxes and increased cost of
cablevision). a very substantial portion
of that rental increase can be traced to
higher utility rates--as much as 45 to
60 per cent for natural gas alone,
according to Dennis Knauss of
Preferred Properties Co.. managers of
Cherry Hill Village, Hampton House.
Mount Vernon Apartments, Haven
House Manor, Birchwood Place and
Buckeye House.
This past summer at least one rental
agency (Boggs-Bivin«) and presumably
others installed separate meters in
their rental units wherever possible, so
the renter will bear increases in
utilities costs directly.
In many apartment complexes,
however, separate metering is not
possible, and the landlord protects
himself
against
anticipated
rale
increases and profligate users by
building a margin into the total rent he
collects.
IS IT POSSIBLE to save energy
dollars even though some of (he more
obvious energy-saving measures may
be out of your control'.' Yes! What can
you do? Plenty!
First of all. you and your neighbors
can encourage your landlord to turn
off ornamental gas lights, eliminate
excessive (unneeded) outdoor flood
lights, have the furnace serviced
regularly, insulate all hot water pipes,
and install storm doors and slorm
windows over all single-pane glass.
Secondly you can incorporate the
following
energy
conservation
practices into your own life style.
They'll save you and your landlord

Lerrers.
overcrowding
With over 70 three-man rooms in
Rodgers Quad alone, and similar
situations in Kohl and Prout Halls, it's
time for a change at overcrowded
Bowling Green.
The problem is not restricted to
only the men's dorms, as 725 women
in Founders are lucky enough to have
five residents in each room. According
to Assistant Director of Resident
Services. Seth Patton, there are 120
rooms in the men's halls where three
people reside instead of the regular
Iwo-man setup.
Why the overcrowding? Mr. Patton
says Ihe increased enrollment of lower
classes is lo blame. That's a bit
obvious, sir. but why does Bowling
Green admit so many freshmen
students if they are so overcrowded?
If the Admissions Office can't count
the number of dorm rooms ai the
University, then something's definitely
wrong. It's one thing lo be admitting
a few extra students, but close to 300
over the limit is a bit loo much.
As a sophomore, this situation
makes me even ..iore furious when
remembering
my
unsuccessful
attempts to live off campus this year
for financial reasons. (For those who
think living on campus is less
expensive, pick out a nice apartment
in Ihe city and compare for yourself.
You might be surprised you can live
better, eat better and pay less.)

money and may prevent or at least
diminish rent increases next year.
--Use diapes to keep heat inside in
winter and outside in summer. In
winter keep draperies closed, except
when the sun is shining directly
through your windows.
-Lower your thermostat to 68
degrees or below. Every degree you
lower your thermostat saves three
cents on every dollar of your heating
bill.
-Lock your windows in cold
weather. If you prefer to sleep with
the window open, close the heating
vents and your bedroom door.
••Turn off all unnecessary lights.
•-Check your apartment for cold,
drafty spots. Ask your landlord to
caulk cracks and holes shut or
voluntcei to do it yourself if he'll
provide the materials.
-Use
hot
and
cold
water
sparingly-washing your laundry in
cold water .will result in clothes as
clean as if you used hot or warm
water.
•Make sure hot water faucets do
not drip. File repair slips promptly. A
steady drip can cost up to $H0 per
year.
-Don't use kitchen appliances as
space heaters. It's an expensive way to
keep warm.
■-Use exhaust fans sparingly. There's
no sense in throwing heated air
outside.
-•Dress appropriately for the season.
Try
wearing
several
layers
of
lightweight clothing rather than one
thick layer.
■-Shut off all heat in unoccupied
rooms and close doors.
-Don't leave doors and windows
open when the outside temperature is
lower than the temperature inside.
Other
energy
conservation •
informatioii and tips can be found in
the Environmental Studies Center
Resource Room, I 27 Hayes Hall.

Bui I was denied that right because
it was against the "residential school
philosophy"
which
slates
that
"students learn a lot just living on
campus." Is this to say that
sophomores living off campus in
houses and apartments couldn't learn
just as much as the inhabitants of a
two-(or three-) man room? It's
certainly an age-old concept worth
thinking about.
So come on fellas of the Power
Tower, even though you'll blush at Ihe
thought of making so much more
money fiom overcrowded dormitories,
it's time to make a decision: 1) allow
sophomores on campus, 2) construct
new dorm facilities, or 3) admit only
enough to adequately fill the residence
halls.
The students crammed in the three
and five man rooms deserve a little
more than the explanation they've
gotten from the housing office and
administration. They'll be waiting for
your decision.
Last year in the BG News, an
admissions official was reported to
have said that if they admitted all the
students who applied to BGSU they'd
have students "hanging from hooks"
all over the campus. It's beginning to
look like that now, and I have to ask
myself if its the students who should
be hanging on hooks.
Steve Fletcher
10S Rodgers
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Lack of publicity
by Voter Awareness
stifles voter reg
Lack of publicity is blamed for the
poor turnout yesterday at the on-campus
voter registration drive which continues
today from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. in the
Perry-Croghan Room, Union.
The
campus
registration
drive,
conducted yearly by the Wood County
Board of Elections, attempts to make it
easier for students to register to vote.
Adele Brownlee. deputy registrar, said
yesterday that the student turnout was
not very good and estimated that only 60
students registered to vote.
About 800 students usually register to
vote each fall during the campus
registration drive.
"There should be interest because two
Bowling Green students are running for
councilman and mayor," Brownlee said.

Distribution to follow

Award information listed
By BeckieKtag
Staff Reporter
Inventory
listings
informing
students
of
scholarships, honors and
awards available through the
University
have
been
compiled and will be
distributed to all college
advising offices here by the
end of October, according
to Audrey Rent/., University
academic liasion.

"Last year the Voter Awareness Office
was very active, but nothing was done
this .time."
In the past the University Voter
Awareness Office was instrumental in
publicizing registration drives. This fall,
however, the office apparently no longer
exists. It does not have a phone listing or
office space on, campus.
Students registering to vote on campus
can choose whether they want their
registration filed in Bowling Green or in
their home town.
"But this year quite a lot have
registered to vote in Bowling Green, I
suppose because a student is running for
mayor," Brownlee said.
Registration for November's election
closes Monday.

citations, certificates and
book
awards
through
various scholarships and
contests. Rentz emphasised
that there are opportunities
for all classes.
Scholarships and awards

range from the Pisanello's
Pizza Shop Scholarship
given to a married student
in financial need to the
American
Revolutionary
Essay Aw^rd of $100 for
the best entry.

The inventory listing
grew out of the committee's
objective
to
pool
information wtih regard to
criteria about the awards,
the money involved and the
way
in
which
the

scholarships and honors are
awarded.
Many opportunities are
left untapped, according to
Rentz. "Students are not
aware of what is available to
tliem."

"We think it is something
the
general
student
population should know
about," Rentz said.
' The
listings
were
compiled in a cooperative
effort by a committee of
representatives form the five
colleges with Rentz as
coordinator
of
the
committee.
STUDENTS CAN receive
cash
awards,
plaques,

United Way campaigns

Student dollars invited
By Mary Higgins
Staff Reporter
Probably every student at some time has felt guilt pangs
after by passing a charity donation canister so that they
could spend their last 20 cents on lunch.
But at least for this year there is one charity campaign the United Way - which is not playing on the guilty
consciences of unemployed students.
"This year's campaign is very low key," said Dr. George
Horton. associate dean of the College of Education and
campus campaign director.
"The philosophy of this year's campaign does not
advocate a hard-sell approach, but rather emphasizes that
those employed should contribute," Dr. Morton explained.
"This position does not exclude students, since we know
thai many are very aware of the services which benefit from
United Way funds, and would like to make a donation.
"It is very likely that since United Way funds help
support 85 agencies, many students have already taken
advantage of some of them." he said.
Dr. Horton said United wanted to give students "every
opportunity to give, but there will be no big hullabaloo."
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LEVI'S
Large selection of
JEANS and TOPS
Guys and Gals
NOW

THE DEN

Wouldyou no

A.W.O.L.with
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The key phrase for this campaign is "invitation without
solicitation."
"We want to invite students to participate - especially
employed students - by asking that they donate an hour's
wages," he explained.
This year's established goal for Universtiy employes is
$30,000 by Oct. 23. Student donations should be sent to
Dr. Horton, 444 Education Bldg., and receipts will be given.
Student organizations such as Volunteers in Progress and
other service organizations will be asked to participate, he
said.

Encore

Let Grumman teach you to fly
the new way

$33,500,000

Before you look inio learning lo lly think about this
Grumman American Flying Centers have the newesl
techniques and latest audio visual aids lo lei you learn lo
fly conilortably as tasl as vour own learninq pace will
BilOW And thai means efficiency which is easy on youi
Dockelbook Grumman American Flying Comers are run by
people who know how lo leach as well as lly And you
learn m ihe kmdot airplanes you II be1iyn"i m the years
ahead simple smoolh-flymg airplanes thai deliver Ihe
speeds you want without the fuel-wasting fal and llab thai
llyingsoul to light

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these
sources researched and compiled as of September 5, 1975.

Just Arrived!
SHIPMENT OF JEWELRY
(ABOUT 50 DOZEN PIECES)
Hishi, Liquid silver, Cinnzbar,

"Up With People," an international singing group, performed Wednesday night in
the Union. The performance was sponsored by UAO and the Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce. (Newsphoto by Michael Paasarello)

Shell stars, etc. •
Chains, Earrings, Bracelets
COME IN AND SEE OUR

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
369 Allen Avenue. Portland, Maine O4l03
0 I am enclosing $1295 plus $1 00 for postage and handling.
(Check or money order — no cash, please)
I Otlpw

PLEASE RUSH YOUR
CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
SOURCES TO:

GREAT SELECTION
at

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

1st block west of McDonald
I0WUNG GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 1
Army ROTC

JACUM

this man?

SKIRTS
Don't forget about the
nderground* wen nveokond.
nd self addressed stamped
invetope and well send yot
a free underground poster
suitable for framing O'
putting on the bottom of
your bird cage

■i

i Towdo- «7»-*l»7-

1*0* Syhwnla Am.

1-

"FRESHMEN"
It etJN Ian't too late to refllater tar the Mlitary
Selene* eouree for FALL QUARTER Military
Science 101 cSI ha* opanfeiga tor etudente who
wt*rt lo tafc* an introductory courae and yet not b*
oMgatod. Juet contact Captain Thorn** O. WMppto
In Room 1S7 of Memorial Hen or cell 972-2477 tar

7 37 S. Main

352-8639

Cold Beer - Wine - Champagne

South Side Six
Carry Out

OPEN
9 am - 11 p-m. Weekdays & Sunday
9 am- 12 pm Friday S Saturday

/
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Applications taken for 1976
By Pat Thomas
Stiff Reporter
The University began
accepting
applications
Wednesday for its 1976
freshman class and to date
has replied to more than
8.000
requests
for
admissions applications.
About ISO requests for
applications are received
daily by the Admissions
Office, according to John
Martin,
director
of
admissions.
The
number 'of
application requests include
Ohio high school seniors,
out-of-state students and
foreign
and
transfer
students.
About 6,000 freshman
application were returned
last fall. Currently the
University has about 3,375
freshmen in the class of
1979 but exact numbers
have not been determined
yet.
Next fall's freshman class
is expected to number
about the same, Martin said.

will begin tapering off in
December and January.
The University has closed
admissions in February for
the past three years. "The
closing date is established
based
on
receipt
of
applications returned from
students." Martin said.
The rate of this year's
application requests
is
identical to last year's and
"all things being equal,the
closing date will be close to
last year's," he added.
A $25 non-refundable
application fee is necessary
with each returned form.
According to Martin, the
$25 figure has been in effect
for several years.
Martin said the admission
deadline
for
students
applying for on-campus
housing is closed earlier
than the deadline for
off-campus and commuter
students
in
order to
accommodate all students
living on-campus.
THE

I Pfllft
** ^ W,% 9

Richard Siefker of the Trucoe System deftly applies
waterproofing material to a concrete wall outside the library.
(Newiphoto by Ed Suba)

HE SAID THE rate of
returned applications will
reach about 100 a day, but

ADMISSIONS

Office last year sent out
25,000 applications
for
enrollment at the main

Ford pleas for passage of arms bill
WASHINGTON (AP) President Ford made a
last-minute appeal to the
House lo approve a $185
million arms sales bill for
Turkey
yesterday.
He
argued ilui il is critical to
U.S. and Furopean security
Interest in the Mediterranean
House leaders, including
Speaker
Carl
Albert,
predicted the House would
relax its adamant opposilion
to Turkish military aid and
approve the bill under
threat of losing U.S. Bases
there.
IF THE House approved

the
Senate-passed
bill
without change it would go
directly to the President.
But opponents said they
would propose a restriction
that the $185 million in
arms could be delivered
only when Ford can certify
thai "Significant progress"
has been made to provide
for refugees who lied
Cyprus
after
Turkey
occupied the island
It was the use of U.S.
arms in the Turkish invasion
which prompted Congress
to refuse to sell arms to
Turkey. The House since

has refused to lift the arms
embargo.
WHITE
House
Press
Secretary
Ron
Nessen
relayed
Ford's
appeal,
saying U.S. and North
Atlantic
Treaty
Organization interests "have
been severely damaged" by
Congress' arms embargo.
Nessen
said,
"The
President strongly believes,
(hat favorable House action
on this measure is critical if
vital U.S. and NATO
security interests in the
Eastern Mediterranean are
to be restored."
Opponents of the aide, in

FRI.- SAT.
MIDNIGHT
SPECIAL
DOORS OPEN 11:30

SHOW 12:00

THEY TEACH LOYE
ALL THE WAY*
The Way Swedish Schoolgirls
Arc Taught.
It Sbows How Beautiful Physical
Love Cap Be.

a statement, they said they
were willing to approve the
arms for Turkey "provided
that Turkey take action to
relieve
the
deplorable
conditions crealed by last
summer's military offensive
on Cyprus, particularly the
plight of the more than
200,000 refugees."
BUT backers of the
Turkish aid contended lire
restrictions would in effect
continue Congress' full arms
embargo because il would
be impossible for Ford to
certify Turkish progress on
the refugee problem.
Besides releasing $185
million in arms sales for
Turkey conlracted before

Feb. 5, the bill would
permit Turkey to buy any
American arms for cash.
It also would authorize
the President to approve
U.S. credit for any military
sales which he certifies are
necessary for Turkey to
carry
out
its
NATO
obligations.
THE House rejected an
almost identical bill 223 to
206 in July and Turkey
immediately
annnounced
suspension of operations on
U.S. bases in that country.
The Senate quickly voted
out another bill permitting
the arms sales but it did not
get to the House floor until
yesterday.

campus end the Firelands
branch
to
prospective
freshmen
and
transfer
students.
Martin
gave
several
reasons for the University's
large number of applicants.

Academic
programs,
faculty .reputation, the
campus's location and the
residential atmosphere here
also are factors in attracting
the number of applicants to
the University. Martin said.

He said applicants often list
the favorable recommendations of current and former
University
students
as
reasons for application.
"Credit has got to go to the
student body," he said.

Microwave starts cooking
By Jin Cordaro
Editorial Editor
Fast food preparation in
this
age
of
modern
technology is nothing new.
but the increasing use of
microwave ovens could soon •
reduce kitchen culinary
tasks to a matter of "heat
and serve".
According to Sharon
McManus, home economics
instructor, who recently
attended
a
two-day
microwave
seminar
in
Minneapolis,
Minn.,
microwave ovens will soon
be
common household
appliances. Experts predict
that one of every three
homes in America will have
a microwave oven by 1980,
she said.

and only ceramics, glassware
and plastics may be used in
these new ovens.
McManus cited examples
of cooking a baked potato
in four to five minutes,
reheating coffee in a few
seconds and roasting a
turkey in less than two
hours
with
microwave
ovens.
Other
features
available on some models
include browning units,
food temperature probes
and automatic defrosters.
Microwave
manufacturers also have
announced price features
according to McManus.
Microwaves, which were
once considered a luxury,
used to cost thousands of
dollars, but now sell for
approximately S300-S400,
depending on the design and
particular cooking needs.

The allure of microwave
ovens is understandable.
McManus
said
that
microwave
cooking
is
cleaner, faster and easier
than conventional cooking
and is a blessing for people
who work.

For those who worry
about energy conservation
she said microwave ovens
use less electricity because
actual cooking time is
greatly reduced.

MICROWAVE OVENS
operate with magnatron
tubes
that
transmit
•microwaves
causing
molecules of food to move
quickly, rub past each other
and heat. Food cooks from
the outside in but does not
brown. Only foods with fats
and sugars change color
during microwave heating,
she said.
Temperature cannot be
controlled when cooking in
a microwave oven, McManus
said, adding that time
sequences
determine
microwave food preparation

MCMANUS
said the
makers of microwave ovens
are trying to keep up with
the widespread popularity
by producing cookbooks on
microwave cooking and
nutrition and developing
food package labels that
include microwave oven
preparation
instructions.
She explained that there are
many different models and
types of microwave ovens
snd that some people use
them to the exclusion of
any other stoves.
The microwave seminar.
McManus said, helped her

become aware of using
microwave ovens in the
clasroom. She said the
University
has
one
microwave oven in a horVie
economics lab and one in
the home managment house
which are important to
home economics education
majors who may someday
have to teach microwave
cooking or work with
microwave ovens.
"We're always trying to
cut down on the time it
takes to do everything."
McManus explained. "For
those who don't like to
cook it shortens the amount
of time in the kitchen and
for those who love to cook
it's a whole new world."
McManus said microwave
cooking takes experience
and practice. She invited
those with questions about
microwave
cooking
to
contact her at the Home
Economics Department.

Call Fact
Line for
all the
answers
3722445
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SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
WEEKEND
AND GET ON
TO A GOOD THING.
Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time
You'll save money, too. over the increased air
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays.
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

SwSdish

q$S§ons
in cjove

It's the kamu ftdfcl'H Brought
North* fron? the Criept.
UNDER 17 NOT ADMITTED

ALL SEATS $1.25

GREYHOUND SERVICE
TO

ROUND
TRIP

0

Columbus

ta.ro
e.es

16.55
18.35

19.09
9.90

24.10

Dayton
Buffalo

21.00

S9.tO

Cravoland
Cincinnati

1MI

DEPART

5:23
4:00
1:45
1:43
4:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

ARRIVE
8:55 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
6:40 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
12:23 a.m.

Ask your agtnt about additional departures and return trips

GREYHOUND BUS ST A TION
ROSS HOTEL
353-5982

GO GREYHOUND

& and leave me driving to us
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local briefs
Yoga program
The city's department of parks and recreation is
offering an eight-week Hatha Yoga program for persons
of all ages beginning Tuesday in the Veteran "s Memorial
of City Park.
A class for persons 55 or over willbegin at 4:00 p.m.,
followed by a beginner's class at 7:30 p.m. and an
advanced class at 8:30 pjn.
Cost of the program is S10 that must be paid in
advance. Reservations can be made by calling the
department at 352-3646,9:00 a.m.-5:00pjn. weekdays.

Sorority rush
Yesterday's News incorrectly reported that sorority
rush begins Monday. Sorority rush begins tomorrow and
open houses will last the entire weekend.

Photo labs
Open photo labs are set for 10 a.m.-l p.m. Fridays
and 9 a.m.-noon Saturdays during fall quarter in 232
Industrial Education and Technology Bldg.
The labs are open to everyone at a charge of 75 cents.
The open labs are limited to 18 persons who must bring
their own print paper and University identification.

nllltS

IET labs
Open manufacturing labs are set for 6-9 p.m.
Thursdays and 10 a.m.-l p.m. Saturdays in 124
Industrial Education and Technology Bldg. The labs are
open to the University community at a charge of 50
cents a person.
The limit in the lab is 25 persons. Persons using the
lab must bring eye protection, materials and University
identification.

Handball dates
Students wishing to
make all
handball court
reservations can do so by calling 372-0212 any weekday
starting at 8:30 a.m. Reservations are good only for the
day of the call.

Newscaster talk
June Miller, a former Toledo newscaster, will discuss
women and television at 1:30 p.m. Tuesday at the
University Center for Continued Learning. 194 S. Main
St.
Her presentation, which is free and open to the
public, is part of the center's series "Women in
Transition" that features women in non-traditional
careers and lifestyles.
Her presentation is the first in a four-part series in
which women in the news media will speak informally
and answer questions about their experiences.

Rockies trip
An informational meeting to discuss plans for the
Rocky Mountain High ski trip is set for 7 p.m.
Wednesday in 112 Life Science Bldg., and is open to
anyone interested in the trip. A descriptive movie on
Steamboat Springs, Colo., the site of the trip, will be
shown.
The trip will leave Bowling Green on Dec. 12 and
return Dec. 21. It consists of six days of skiing and seven
nights of lodging in Steamboat Springs. There are only a
limited amount of openings available.

THE ALPHA GAMS
WELCOME

MOM JONES
TO BOWLING GREEN
BETA THETA PI

RUSH
From the first national fraternity
ever to move off campus
• BETA THETA Pf
- bring* you
BETA - 1976.'
WHY BETA THETA PI ....?
1. Economical living units
2. apartment dwellings
3. shared heritage of Beta
Theta Pi
4. pre-planned social activities
WHERE: 707 Sixth St.
WHEN: Oct. 3 (Fri.) 4-7 p.m.
Oct. S (Sun) 6:30-9:30
at Ice Arena Lounge
RIDES A VAIL ABLE A T ALL MEW'S
DORMS IN THE MAIN
LOUNGE AT6:46

Cooler weather and falling leaves are signs of the winter to come. Ann Deckler,
freshman (AAS), and Denise Bell, freshman (A&S). decided to enjov the fall
weather. They bought a bag of nuts and found a friend to share them with fhr
squirrel stayed long enough to relieve his hunger pains and he was gone.
(Newaphotos by Lance Wynn)

Hirohito begins U.S. tour
WASHINGTON
(AP)-Japan"s
Emperor
Hirohito formally opened a
two-week
state
visit
yesterday. He praised the
complete
reversal
in
Japanese-American relations
following
the
"tragic
interlude" of World War II.
The emperor was greeted
by President and Mrs. Ford
at a colorful ceremonial
welcome.
Full military honors were
rendered
during
the
ceremony, which signaled a
new level of harmony
between the two Pacific
allies
••OUR
PEOPLES
withstood the challenges of
one tragic interlude, when
the Pacific. Ocean, symbol
of tranquilily, was instead a
rough and stormy sea, and
have built today unchanging
ties of friendship and good
will," the emperor declared.
In a strong and steady
voice,
the
74-year-old
monarch said, "1 feel
immeasurable gratified by
this happy development,
and look forward with great
anticipation to the future of
our relationship."
In
his
welcoming
remarks, Ford made no
reference to World War II.
He said, "At a time when
the benefits of cooperation
are mutually acclaimed,
Your
Majesty's
visit

symbolizes and strengthens
the ties between our two
peoples."
Ford said the restoration
of peace and friendship
between the two countries
fulfills a goal they had made
for themselves a century
ago.
ABOUT 2.000 onlookers
viewed the ceremony which
opened as the President and

Mrs. Ford emerged from the
White House to greet the
emperor's limousine, which
was accompanied by three
security agents.
The couple arrived here
after a two-day private rest
slop in Williamsburg, Va.
They will visit five other
major American cities and
several minor ones in a
two-week
tour.

The
world's
longest
icigning
monarch.
the
emperor has long wished to
visit the United States. But
recurring bilateral political
problems have thwarted
(hat ambition until now.
HE IS the first emperor
in an imperial line dating
back 14 centuries to set
foot on the American
mainland.

Conspiracy law defended
by government official
WASHINGTON (AP) - A top government
prosecutor
yesterday
defended
the
controversial federal conspiracy law as "the
most important weapon available" against
major drug traffickers.
Henry Dogin, acting head of the Drug
Enforcement Administration, said he
expects federal authorities will rely
increasingly on conspiracy charges to crack
narcotics rings.
He spoke at the opening session of a
National Conference on Organized Crime
sponsored by1 the Justice Department for
400 federal, state and local law enforcement
officials.
"THE TOOL of conspiracy prosecution is
perhaps the most important weapon
available to law enforcement in its effort to
immobilize the upper echelon of drug
trafficking organizations," Dogin said.

SPRING QUARTER1976 STUDENT TEACHING
If you are planning on student teaching. Spring
Quarter, 1976, there will be a series of one-hour
meetings, starting at 1:00 p.m. with the last
meeting ending at 6:00 p.m., on October 6,
1975. These meetings will take place in the
Grand Ballroom, University Union.
Applications and other necessary materials
will be supplied at this time.

V" "STUDEflf"""':
SENATE

bid you miss ths chancelast ysar to run for
Student Senate? The ■
Student Qovsrnmsnt
j
Association Is now
! accepting applications !
|
to fill a recently
vacated position
on Student Senate, i
Applications
can be picked up in
1405 Student Services. |
DEADLINE MON.
OCT. 6, AT 5 P.M.

Critics say the conspiracy law allows the
government to prosecute defendants on
charges when they lack sufficient evidence
to prove substantive violations of the law.
Dogin said the conspiracy law often is the
only way to reach the ringleaders of a
smuggling operation who carefully avoid
taking part in the actual trafficking.
DOGIN AND other federal officials
involved in lighting crime syndicates said
narcotics, gambling, extortion, loan sharking
and hijacking rackets continue to drain
billions of dollars from the American
economy every year.
In the expanding government attack on
organized crime, more and more states are
forming strike forces to investigate and
prosecute organized criminals.
But many state officials say they are
hampered by a shortage of money and
talent.

^•| ATTENTION ALL
■fcfc^ CERTIFIED DIVERS
The Scuba Club will be holding its
first dive of the season at Luckey
Quarry Saturday Oct. 4, 12:30
Call 372-5947 for further info.

Start the school year off right
at

MR. BO JANGLES
Sac* in town by popular demand
East River Drive
featuring
Reed Madison
direct from Las Vegas
formerly with the Del Rey Trio
Starting Sept. 17
Wednesdays thru Saturdays
9:00-2:00
LADIES NITE
WED.-NO COVER
THURS. NITE LITTLE KINGS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
MR. BOJANGLES

893 S. MAIN ST.

RADIO 93
REQUEST LINE
CALL 352-8412
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
(cl 1*7] lOt ANOflfS IIMIt

1
6

er's

10
14
16
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
25
26

*'^S£TM^

29
33
36

RECORDS -TAPES

36
37
39
40
43
46
48
49
60
61
64
68

IS FEATURING

ACROSS
Brownish red
quarts
Nursery rhyme
character
Farm animals
Mountain:
Prefix
Consider
carefully
Type of exam
Dear to dare:
Abbr
Bower
Lavantina port.
Sign.
Catalina.
for one
Impetuous
Coagulate
In the manner
of a melody
Kangaroo
Rival
Danube
tributary
Kill: Fr.
Purplish shade
Tribunal
Courtier in
■'Hamlet"
Come about
Turned
backward
Impressed
Pyrites
Breathy sound
Deep red
Banister
Inter -

69 Surrounded by
61 Concerning:

Let
62 Phone
(with "up")
63 Goddess
of peace

64
66
66
67

Revise
Wheel
Powerful beam
Wall part
DOWN

1
2
3
4
6
6

Cleanser
Italian river
Van's opposite
Gentle gait
Last work
Port on the
river Tay
7 Umbrella parts
8 Past
9 Sudded wave
of emotion
10 Source of many
synthetics
and dyes
11 Dolphin genus
12 Caution
13 Vehicle
21 Lessen
call
show entry
23 Auctioneer
38 Jeopardise
25
diem
41 Archeological
26 Thespian
era
27 Animate
42 Central part
28 Sluggish
44
Care for
29 Make cloth
46 Designating
30 Capital of
some court
Morocco
esses
31 Of rounded
47
Type
of
shape
merchandising
32 Rowed
50 Velvet
34 Fashion

61
62
53
54
56
56
67
60

Costume
Et
Skating place
Weeding
implements
For a year
day
Garden plant
One of
Hera's rivals
Ethical movement: Abbr.

DOONESBURY
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
Saturday, October 4, 1975
People's Chess Fed. and the Commuter Center, Mosaley
Hall will be open to the public 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

IN CONCERT SUN. OCT. 5,
MEMORIAL HALL

Sunday. October 5, 1975
T
The lirsl Duplicate Bridge Match will be held in the Ohio
Suite. Union at .1:30 proptly. Open to experienced
bridge player with or without a partner. For info call
353-7574.

$3.

Worship service, Grace Brethern Church, 10:45 a.m. & 7
p.m. 121 S. Enterprise. (Behind the Clock).

Wow! Wow! Wee! Gams and
SAE! See you at 4. Get
psyched! The Alpha Gams.

Worship service 10 a.m. & 6 p.m. Church of Christ.
17317 Haskins Rd . BG.

Undergrad. Alumni Assoc. organ,
students Alumni House, 7 p.m.

for

all

female
room,

The "Sizzlin' 16" are super
psyched for a sensational
rush! We love our Phi Mu
Sisters. The Phis!
Just arrived at Finders NEW
STRAWBS,
new
LEO
KOTTKE. and NEW BABE
RUTH.
Eggs, Toast, coffee - Juice
99 cents
French Toast,
coffee - Juice 99 cents
Pancakes, coffee - Juice 99
cents
FRIENDLY
ICE
CREAM
1027
N.
Main
352-4178.

along with Hundreds of others at our
regular price of only $3.99
9A

to10PM

OPST
* TO 7:30 P.M.
SUNDAY - NOON

Your Better Record Record Store"
WITH THE FINEST SELECTION OF
Pop - Rock - Jazz - BL JC - Country Bluegrass - Ethnic - Classical - Imports - 8 Tracks
Cassettes - Sheet Books and Diamond Needles

Christian Science Testimonial Meeting 6:30 p.m. Prout
Chapel. All are welcome.
Volunteers in Progress (Adopt-a-Grandparent) Info,
night 7-8:30 p.m. Student Court Rm.. Stud. Serv. Bldg.
LOST AND FOUND

between 9 and 5.

LOST: Contacts In black &
white case in
Math-Sci.
Bldg. 352-8920.

SERVICES OFFERED
Anyone interested in Judo,
call 352- 3236. Carolyn.

HELP WANTED
Attention anyone interested
In learning about radio,
WFAL
Radio
has
an
opening
for
a
traffic
director. Typing required.
Contact Jenifer Kauffman.
Sec'y, 413 S. Hall between
1 & 5 p.m.
MEN! - WOMEN! JOBS ON
SHIPS! American. Foreign.
No
experience
required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel.
Summer
job
or
career. Send (3.00 for info.
SEAFAX
Dept. 1-7 Box
2049,
Port
Angeles.
Washington 98362.
RN & LPN 3-11 and 11-7
full or part time 353-8411

Like voic* lessons? Call
Charlene Harris 2-2181 or
2182.
Leave name and
phone number also time
when you're available.
WANTED
Babysitter in Crim alem.
School area to care for 7 yr.
old dally. 3-6 p.m. Call
352-2268 after 4 p.m.
Grad student needs f. to
share 2 bdrm. fum. apt..
$115/mo.. incl. utii. Good
spot.
Babysitter 2:30-5:30 p.m.
on Mon. & Wed.. 2:30-7:30
p.m. on Tuas. 4. Thurs.

FOR SALE

Phase Linear 400 amp. used
3 times. 3 wks. old. 3 yr.
warranty. 352-1963.
Siberian
Huskie
Puppies.
125.00
Must
see
to
appreciate. 686-4705.
AKC registered black male
lab puppies. 353-6552.
Getzen trumpet and lull size
cello. 352-0201.
'69
Datsun
2000,
convertible, good cond. new
brakes
352-0789 alter 4
p.m.
EPI 201 speakeis. Extreme
definition and smoothness
for life-like sound. Like
new. Call 352-7627 after 9
p.m.
'71 Datsun 240Z air/radio,
new paint, $3300. 352-0249
evenings.

Phis, You sure know how to
welcome us back. Thanks
for the great breakfast! L&L
The ADPi Actives.

31 family garage sale Thurs.,
Fri.. Sat., Oct. 2.3.4. 9-5 at
the fairgrounds, follow the
signs. Fum. dishes, lamps,
other household items at
misc.

Congratulations Marcia and
Rich on your DG-Sigma Chi
lavaliering LITB, The DG's.

Pair Bose 501 speakers.
Mint condition. $225. Ph.
352-0781.

Congratulations to Vivian
Giarusso and Jim Hollinger
on their engagement. The
Brothers of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon.

1970 Honda 350 CL very
good
con.
must
sell.
3520283.

Monday, October 6. 1975

(one week only)

128 N, Main St.

meeting

Bridge lesson series begins tonight at 7, Wayne Rm..
Union for all registered students.

DA,LY

1 f. rmmte.. needed to
sublease fall and/or winter
or spring glr. Apts. behind
Burger Chef. Call 352-1439.

PERSONALS

BGSU Karate Club: Goju-kai practice session Rm. 201
Hayes Hall, 5:30-7:30 p.m.

49

Gaiage sale Fn. & Sat. 10-4,
many new items records,
tapes, refrigerator, train set.
239 S. College

Organizational meeting open to all for the Isocrates,
(Speech Ed. Organ.) South Hall, 4 p.m.

BGSU FmN Falcons Scuba Club meeting open to all
students, 8 p.m. Natatorium.

only

1 m. rmmte. $65/mo. own
bdrm..
339
S.
Maple
352-3431.

Rmmte.
wanted;
preferred:
own
352-2784 evenings.

Volunteers in Progress orientation meeting Carnation
Rm.. Union. 2 p.m.
AVf RAGF WHITF BAND
SD 7308 TP 7308 CS 7308

Levr's • The Den • Levi's The Den • Levi's - The Den.

Isocrates Executive Council meeting for officers and
interested speech students: South Hall, 3 p.m.

Student Council for Except. Child, meeting Rm. 210
Math-Sci. Bldg. 7:30 p.m.

SD 18140

Angela Bell, 831 7th St..
Apt. 4 before 2 p.m. If
nousing needed, free room
& board. 352-0405.

Kappa
Delta
wishes
everyone the best ol luck in
rush!!
Stop in at the Mad Artist's
Colony; pots by dona.
Phi Phi's, you can huff and
puff with all your might, for
the DZ girls plan to boogie
all night.

3 bdrm., 1V| baths, full
basem., 2 car gaiage. close
to
schools.
park,
&
downtown. 352-4887 after
4:30.
1971 Olds 442 conv. red
w/white roof. 47,000 mil.
Call Deb 372-4908.

FOR RENT

Good morning was enough.
At 6 you need not fuss,
with a breakfast for us.
Thanks very
much. DZ
pledges are super!

Upper apt. 2 bedroom IV*
blocks
away
from
the
University Kitchen and 1
bedroom furnished. Married
couple only, no pets. 220
Crim call after 4.

THE OXFORD House for
men and woman campus
clothing
needs.
518
E.
Wooster
across
from
Founders.

2
bedroom
unfurnished
across from campus $155
plus
utilities
deposit,
immediate
occupancy.
1-382-6126.

Don't be shy...write a fetter to the editor!
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Sexuality course 'popular'
By Piul Orchoski Jr.

There are a number of interesting courses available to •
students on this campus but none may be as popular as a
course offered by the Universitypsychology department.
That course. Psychology 307. but is better known by
students as human sexuality.
"This quarter is only the fourth time the course has been

offered," said Dr. Neal Kirschner. assistant professor of
psychology, and already it is a very popular course on
campus."

KISSINGER testified for
two hours before the Senate

committee in a closed
morning session, going over
what Kissinger described as
"all the documents we
believe contain assurances
and commitments by the
United States."
Sen.
Jacob
Javits
(R-N.Y),
expressed
confidence that Kissinger, at
the end of his testimony,
would give certification as
President Ford's spokesman
that the committee has all
the
assurances
and
undertakings by the United
States related to the Sinai
accord.
A
scheduled
public
committee hearing on the
accord was postponed until
Monday.
Committee
Chairman
John Sparkman (DAI.it
said the testimony includes
a review of .ill written
documents as well as oral
discussions related to the

DR. JANET HYDE, also an assistant professor of
psychology, said the course was taught twice last year and
that "a lot of people showed an interest in the course, so
we have continued it this year."

newsnotes
Winner
DUBLIN. Ireland (AP) - Irish Sweepstakes' biggest
prize ever, S800.000. was won yesterday by Dr. V. D.
Bishop of St. Petersburg. Fla.
The winner held the first ticket drawn fiom one of
the 36 portholes in the huge gilt drum that dominates
the auditorium of the Sweep's headquarters in Dublin.
The lucky ticket number was SAA 02579.

negotiation
accord.

of the Sinai

SPARKMAN said the
committee would decide
after completing its private
session with Kissinger what
parts of the documents
should be made public.
Javits told reporters the
committee plans to vote on
the resolution approving the
use of 200 American
technicians in the Sinai after
the public hearing Monday.
But. he said, he assumed
that by that time the
committee
will
have
received certification from
the
President,
either
personally.
or
through
Kissinger, that it has been
informed of all U.S.
assurances and undertakings
on which Israel and Egypt
are relying.
"We ire not going to do
anything until we have that
certification," he said.
Meanwhile, the House
International
Relations
Committee
considered
legislation allowing U.S.
technicians
to monitor
listening posts on the Sinai
peninsula.

THE
ADMINISTRATION'S
bid
for
approval of sending 200
American technicians to the
surveillance posts has been
snagged for several weeks
over two related issues:
whether Congress has been
i n f o r med
of
all
understandings and whether
they should be made public.
In
the
meantime,
implementation
of the
accord, providing for an
Israeli withdrawal as well as
return of the Abu Rudeis oil
field to Egypt, has been
stalled.
Before breaking off to
attend a White House
reception
for
Emperor
Hirohito of Japan. Kissinger
said the committee shared
the administration's view
that "speed is of the
essence."
He
added:
"This
agreement
Is of great
importance to peace and we I
want to make it a joint
effort
between
the
administration
and
Congress."
However, he said, going
over the documents line by
line was "a time-corisumiiig
process."

FALL CANOEING

AT BG s STADIUM PLAZA

HELD OVER - 2nd WEEK
EVE. 7:30-9:30

HERE HE IS NOW THAT WE NEED HEM!
"My God. it's my father!"
- Margaret Truman Dam

Attention Bowlers

Timt Maguina

"Harry' is not only a fond remembrance of a fiery character, it is a crash course in one segment of history
for the younger generation whose lives were never
directly affected by the man And more importantly, it
is a memorable evening of the theatre"
Iowa. Daily Variety

Truman was the sort of man who realized that being
President was not the same as being king'.'
-Lamm, Rock Group Chicago

"The emphasis will be on the psychology of the matter,"
Dr. Hyde said. "We want the students to ask the person
questions about his childlife, his parents or anything that
might have influenced him to have a sex change."
Dr. Hyde also said she hopes to have a call girl or
prostitute come into the class so that the students
understand the psychological reasons behind her work.
In addition, a panel of clergymen will talk to the class
about religion and ethics related to sexuality, while Gere
Fulton, chairman of the health education department at
University of Toledo, will give a lecture on venereal disease
during the quarter.

j
I
I
♦
♦
I

SAT. MAT. 2 P.M.

SUNDAY MATINEE 2:00-5:00

A transsexual -- a person who has had a sex change -- also
will speak this quarter. Dr. Hyde said the most common
type of sex change is from a man to a woman. "It is much
easier for a man to change into a woman than it is foi a
woman to change into a man." Dr. Hyde said.
The reason for bringing in a transsexual is for the class to
find out why a person would want to have a sex change, she
explained.

"It's fun to see important men in high places drop their
pants"
-MikeSteele. Minneapolis Tribune

•

IT'S STILL NOT TOO LATE
TO TRY OUT FOR THE
BGSUINTERCOLLEGIATE TEAM.

Biff Sawjtnt p„„n„

JAMES WHITMORE
as Harry S. Truman in

GIVE EM HELL, HARRY!

TRYOUTS
START OCT. 5

TtchnitoUr'
NOW ON THE SCREEN. Captured lor tht
undnngtd umdrtsd .enact], as it was ptamttt on

I

PASS LIST SUSPENDED

I ANY QUESTIONS CALL
I

JEAN 353-237 1

ALL SEATS $1.00

$1

NOW PLAYING
EVE. AT 7:15-9-30

Bankruptcy
Two to 7 hour float
trips -- Group rates
offered -- Reservations
suggested for weekends Shelter house, picnic
tables, grills in park

PORTAGE TRAIL
CANOE LIVERY

CINEMA n
AT B.G.'s STADIUM PLAZA

A LOT OF FUN FOR A BUCK

SAT. - SUN. MAT. 2 P.M.

NEW YORK (AP) - W.T. Grant Co., which started in
Massachusetts in 1906 and now has 1,070 stores in 40
states, became yesterday the largest .etailer to ever file
for reorganization under bankruptcy laws.
Grant, which lost $111.5 million in the first six
months of this year, asked a federal court here for
protection from creditors and time to place its house in
order
The 1975 losses were on top of last year's losses of
$177.3 mill inn. On Monday, Grant said its losses had
grown to the extent that liabilities exceeded assets.
The company is most heavily concentrated in the
Northeast. A company spokesman said the firm's 62,000
employes were notified by letter of the bankruptcy
filing.
Keeping Giant alive in recent months, and heavily
involved in the bankruptcy proceedings, are some of the
nation's biggest banks.

CINEMA I

Dr. Hyde then teaches part of the quarter on sexual
behavior, development of sexuality, homosexuality,
bi-sexuality and sexual deviance, while Dr. Kirschner, a
clinical psychologist, lectures on sexual dysfunction and
therapy for sexual dysfunctions.
To make the course more interesting a number of
speakers come into the class and hold discussions. Among
the speakers will be a few homosexuals, possibly from this
campus. Dr. Hyde said.

♦

WASHINGTON (AP)- The Senate yesterday refused
to kill a proposal that would end price controls on
natural gas over the next five years in an effort to
increase production.
The vote of 50 to 45 to keep the proposal alive came
24 hours after the Senate rejected a quicker removal of
controlSj57 to 31.
A vote could come later on whether to actually adopt
the amendment to end controls over five years.
Republicans and gas-state Democrats are seeking to let
natural gas prices rise on the assumption this would
promote increased production.

to the editor

DR. HYDE and Dr. Kirschner team teach the course
along with Dr. Donald Ragusa. associate professor of
psychology. Dr. Ragusa teaches the fust week of class and
lectures on biology, physiology and anatomy.

!

Gas controls

Write a letter

Dr. Hyde said the department allows about 225 students
to take the course per section, noting that on some
campuses the number of students taking a similar course is
even higher.
"At Michigan State, an average of 1.200 students take
this type of course per quarter," Dr. Hyde said.
"The course is called human sexuality because it deals
with such subjects as sexual behavior, divergent sexual
behavior and venereal disease." Dr. Kirschner said. "It deals
with sex and the law and takes a look at the different kinds
of cultures in our society," he said.

Sinai pact discussed
WASHINGTON
(AP) - Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger and the
Senate Foreign Relations
Committee yesterday failed
to resolve their differences
over publication of U.S.
assurances related to the
Israeli-Egyptian
Sinai
agreement but agreed to
meet on the issue again
later.
Both
Kissinger
and
committee
members
expressed optimism that a
solution will be found.
Meanwhile, the House
International
Relations
Committee
began
considenng language of a
resolution
that
would
authorize
the use of
American technicians in the
Sinai to monitor the
Israeli-Egyptian accord.

Got a gripe?

HELD OVER - 2nd WEEK
EVE. AT 7:15-9:45
SAT. MAT. 2 P.M.
SUNDAY MATINEE 2:00-4:30
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(See it from the beginning!)
PASS LIST SUSPENDED

Unbeaten Falcons host WMU
By Dick Rec*
Sport. Editor

he was an assistant under Bo
Schembechler at. Michigan.

Weitern
Michigan
fool ball coach Elliot Uzelac
termi Bowling Green "the
best and most physical club
on our schedule to this
point."
Uzelac, in his initial
season at the helm of the
Broncos, will be looking for
his first collegiate coaching
victory tomorrow when
Western invades Bowling
Green for a Mid-American
Conference (MAC) clash
with the unbeaten Falcons.

THIS
SEASON
the
rookie mentor has had
nothing but headaches as his
squad has struggled to
achieve consistency. Costly
turnovers and a few key
injuries also have hampered
the Broncos.
Tailback Dan Matthews, a
second team all-MAC choice
last year, is the Broncos top
running threat. He has been
bothered by a sprained
ankle
but
still
has
accumulated 262 yards.
Sol lie Boone, a 5-10,
170-pound freshman, will
be at quarterback for
Western Michigan. His forte
is running the option, but
he has yet to distinguish
himself as a passer.
"Boone is fast, but he
needs maturity," Falcon
assistant coach Mario Russo
said. "He prefers to run the

Kick-off is set for 1:30
p.m. at Doyt L. Perry Field
as "Bicentennial Day" will
be celebrated at halftime.
Uzelac, whose Bronco
unit is 0-4 this season and
0-2 in league play, was
offensive coordinator here
under Don Nehlen from
1968-70. The past two years

Tackle

A determined Jeff Smith (43) attempts to make a tackle on a
Southern Mississippi runner in earlier season football action.
Smith, a sophomore linebacker, will be in the starting lineup
tomorrow when the Falcons host conference foe Western
Michigan at Doyt L Perry Field. (Newsphoto by Ed Suba)

option and he runs it
extremely well, but he's
only an average paster."
Russo,
the
Falcons'
defensive coordinator, and
Roger Merb, BG offensive
backfleld coach, fielded
questions from the media
yesterday in place of
Nehlen, who was attending
a luncheon in Cleveland
"Being without a win,
they've got to do something
to stop the tide," Russo said
of Western. "They'll be
going all-out to win."
But
Merb said the
Falcons will be equally
prepared and said he
expects Bowling Green to
play with more enthusiasm
than the first three games.
"This is really the first
time they'll be playing in
front of a home crowd," he
said. "Against Southern
Mississippi
not
many
students were here, so this
will be the first game when

The BG Ne^

It will be like old home
week today when the
Falcon cross country squad
hosts Ohio University in a
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) dual meet. The
six-mile race is scheduled lo
start at 4 p.m. on the north
side of the track.
Senior
captain
Tim
Zumbaugh
and
former
Falcon greal Sid Sink will
return
after
extended
layoffs (o challenge the field
in separate races.
"Zumbaugh
will
of
course go in the collegiate
race." said Falcon coach
Mel Brodt. "and Sid will

follow the college six-mile
in the open division."
Zumbaugh, a sixth-place
finisher
in
the MAC
championships and a NCAA
all-American last season,
will be making his first
appearance of the season.
"I DONT know whether
I'LL be a factor in the race
or not," Zumbaugh said.
"I've had tendonitis in the
arch of my fool ever since I
ran a marathon July 13 in
Fori Wayne."
Zumbaugh, who didn't
starl training with the leant
until iwo weeks ago. said
the first half of the race
could dclerminc his finish.
"I'm going lo go oul and

run as long as I can, bul I'm
not used lo a las! pace due
to the long layoff," he
explained. "If I'm in the
■hick of things al the
halfway mark. I might be a
factor in the end."
Sink, a 1973 BG graduate
who was a three-nine NCAA
cross country all-American,
will begin his bid today for
a possible Olympic berth.
"1 barely missed making
Ihc Olympic leant in 1972,"
Sink said. "I finished fourth
in the 5,000-mcter run al
Ihc Olympics trials and the
lop three went to Munich.
So now I'm just trying to
get my body together and
hope il all falls in place."
"I haven't raced in a meet

for over a year, but I have
been running about I OS
miles a week for the past
four months," Sink said.
"Because one of my legs is
about a half an inch longer
than the other, I've been
bothered lately by things in
my calves, back and lower
legs."
THE FALCONS will risk
a string of three dual
victories over Northwestern,
Cincinnati
and Toledo
against an Ohio contingent
that sports a 0-2 season
mark.
Ohio, which dropped a
26-33 decision to Kent
State
Saturday,
is

dominated
classmen.

1
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By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer

having the home field edge, il will take one super effort
from the Machine.

How well do you remember the major league baseball
year of 1954?
Probably not too well. But since il has a lot in common
with this season, it's worth bringing back the past.
You see, 21 years ago a big league club had a remarkable
regular season. I hat was Ihc Cleveland Indians, winners of
111 games in 1S4 outings, the highest winning percentage
ever in the American League.
The Tribe rolled over everyone - until posl-season action
came up. Overconfident and riding on cloud nine. Cleveland
dropped four straight in the World Scries.

THE FIRST two games of the five-game set including
tomorrow's opener, are in Cincinnati's Riverfront Stadium.
Bul the last three, if necessary, are slated for Three Rivers
Stadium.
Everyone is talking about the Reds' great hilling and
defense. What about Pittsburgh's? Its team batting average
was only .007 less than the Reds.
The Pirates led the NL in home runs and Ihcy were only
third lo Cincinnati in runs scored. Not bad for a team that
is being almost completely ignored.
When you break down the two clubs on paper, the Big
Red Machine owns only a slight advantage.
Starling pitching --EVEN. Both clubs are weak in this
area except for one Inn let each way. In fact, the winner of
this head-to-head battle between Don Gullelt and Jerry
Reuss should be the winner of the series.
Relief pitching -EDGE CINCINNATI Veteran Clay
Carroll gives the Reds the edge, but bul I pens probably
won't play a big factor here.
Infield -EDGE CINCINNATI. Outside of first base, the
Reds are belter al every position. And at first, Willie
Stargell and Tony Perez rate a tie.
Outfield -EDGE PITTSBURSH. The Pirate's outer
pasture adds up to more than 60 roundtrippers. Add the
fact that Al Oliver. Richie Zisk and Dave Parker all hit over
.280 and the Pirates win this catagory with ease.
Defense -EDGE CINCINNATI. It's dose, but the Reds
are solid up the middle. Joe Morgan al second, Dave
Concepcion al short and Cesar Geronimo in center might
be the best in the majors.
Speed -EVEN. Both clubs are loaded with quickess,
making this five-game set that much more exciting.
Cincinnati has an edge on comparison of positions, but
it's very close.
And with a field disadvantage, don't be surprised if 1954
is revisited.

NOW, just 21 years later in Ihc National League, anothr
club seems to be built out of Ihc '54 Indians' mold. Thai
learn is record-shattering Cincinnati, also kown as the Big
Red Machine.
The Machine got its nickname in 1970 after sleamrolling
to a club-record 102 victories, but manager Sparky
Anderson considers this year's model far superior.
"Our 1970 club could not compare with this team,"
Anderson said. "Remember that in 1970 the league had just
expanded. The caliber of the two clubs is much different.
Thai club would not have 90 lo 92 games this year."
In 1975 the Reds won 108 games, the most triumphs
since the Chicago Cubs won a record 116 games in 1906.
ATLANTA'S Ralph Garr. the NL's balling champ last
year, said. "1 didn't think anybody could ever win thai
many games in our (Western) division."
Not many other people thought they could, either.
However, not many thought that the 1954 Tribe could win
that many contest - and then gel routed in the Series.
As expected. Anderson noled. "This has been an easy
season on this club."
There could be a positive and negative advantages to
taht. While the Machine is well rested, the heal hasn'l been
on since early June, when Los Angeles was still in sight.
Cincinnati's playoff opponent, the Pittsburgh Pirates,
also are playing good baseball themselves. With the Pirates

A UTHENTJC INDIA N JE WELR Y
Gat it on — Pow!
Handmade Indian Jewelry of the Southwest
Liquid Sllw HMIMil Ch<*a«» with 9 Iurquoit* or coral nu99ao.slo.OO
Dark arown Pan snail HaHhi cnok*. with S turquolw nuwti J20.00
Graduated Ollva Shall Chokar with 5 targa turouolaa chunkt, tso.00
Solid TurquolM Nuogat Chokar, 199.00

Buy the best • Ride a Schwinn

Book's Bike Shop
102 W.PoeRd, Bowling Grten, OH

Include SI .25 for insured postage/handling.
Prepaid. Satisfaction guaranteed.

ORIGINALS BY SU, BOX 11402.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87112

Freshman Greg Moran
and
Foster scored
a
first-place tie last week in
the six-mile tangle with
Kent in 31:18. but they
received little support from
their teammates as the
Flashes look the next four
scoring spots.
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Reds compare to '54 Tribe

under-

Only junior Randy Foster
and
sophomore
Rick
Mansfield return from the
Bobcat squad that placed
ninth in last year's MAC
championships.
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Terry Goodman

by
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Swami
sez:

Alabama over Mississippi by 2 2
Georgia over Clemaon by 6
Southern Cal over Iowa by 15
Navy over Air Force by 3
Wisconsin over Kansas by 5
Maryland over Syracuse by 1
Toledo over Dayton by 5
Kent over Northern Illinois by 12
Miami over Purdue by 2
Ohio University over Minnesota by 3
Ohio State over UCLA by 10
Missouri at Michigan EVEN
Notre Dame over Michigan State by 6
Oklahoma over Colorado by 16
Texas AAM over Kansas State by 7 Bowling Green over Western Michigan by 14

Soccer squad
faces Redskins
Coach Mickey Cochtane's touring soccer learn, which has
opened ils season with three road games, returns home
today for an encounter against Miami.
The 3:30 p.m. contest will lake place on the soccer field
between 'ke Ice Arena and the stadium.
The Falcon boolers have compiled a 1-0-2 record and are
fresh from a 2-0 whitewash of Wooster.
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Runners return for MAC dual
ByBMEitep
Assistant Sports Editor

STRONG SAFETY Art

1

Thompson
has
been
bothered by the flu all week
and practiced very little.
Senior Alex Femenia is
Thompson's back-up, and
sophomore Greg Kampe
also may be called'on to fill
in.
Merb said quarterback
Mark Miller is healthy, but
tailback Dave Preston is a
question
mark
for
tomorrow's contest.
"Preston's just beat up,"
Merb said. "He's been
getting hit awful hard,
especially the last two
games, and everyone is aftp r
him."
Sophomore ' Marcus
Johnson will get plenty of
playing time at tailback and
fellow
sophomore . Jim
Guase will spell fullback
Dan Saleet.

By Norm Baker
Staff Writer

PORTS
Friday. October 3,1975

a lot of students will turn
out."
Injuries,
which
have
riddled
the
Falcons
throughout the year, struck
again this week. Sophomore
linebacker Cliff Carpenter,
who has been starting in
place of the injured Jamie
Hall, probably will not even
suit up tomorrow.
Carpenter, who played an
excellent
game
against
Dayton last week, suffered a
slight shoulder separation in
practice this week.
Senior veteran Kevin
Clayton, who missed much
of the Dayton game with a
shoulder injury, will return
to his linebacking spot to
team with sophomore Jeff
Smith.
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JUNIOR Sieve Killleberger and sophomore Ken
Hendershott each tallied their second goal of the season
while goalies Tom Doriety and Bob Alarcon combined for
six saves in the win over Wooster.
The victory broke a siring of five winless contests dating
back lo a three-game losing siring at the end of last season.
"We played a very good second half againsl Wooster,"
Cochrane said. " and our hustle against the Fighting Scots
was comparable to the Ohio Wesleyan game where we just
couldn't gel the breaks."
THE FALCONS appeared to be facing another hoi
goaltender as Woosler's Phil Lincoln conlinueally made
excellent saves. But a hand-ball call against a Fighting Scot
defender set up a penalty shot situation. Killleberger
converted on the opportunity and BG went on lo record its
first victory of the season.
Miami, who will provide the opposition in BG's home
openet. is the defending Mid-American Conference (MAC)
soccet champ.
The Redskins finished last season with a 1-0-4 league
mark while being 2-4-5 overall. BG owns a 5-2-2 career
record against Miami.
Led by goaltender Craig Cobb, Ihe Redskins edged
Denison, 3-2. Saturday in its season opener.
THE MIAMI contest could be a grudge match for the
Falcons as last year's 2-2 lie with Ihe Redskins enabled
Miami to finish ahead of BG in ihe MAC standings.
The Falcons outshot Miami. 44-1 5. in that game but had
lo come from behind to lie ihe game. Kiillcbcrger's goal al
the 16:46 mark of Ihe second half averted a Bowling Green
defeat.
"Miami is a different kind of team which likes to do
uncommon things, so today's match should be a very good
one," Cochrane commented.

Linksters open fall season
By Dick Rees
Sports Editor
A youthful Falcon golf
squad will open ils fall
season this weekend when il
competes in the Buckeye
Fall Classic hosted by Ohio
State
University
in
Columbus.
A 72-holc schedule (18
today, 36 tomorrow and 18
Sunday) is set for 15 learns
who will begin play this
morning on Ohio State's
demanding Scarlet layout.
The top Big Ten link
squads and the cream of the
crop among Mid-American
Conference (MAC) schools
will be competing along
with
eastern
powers
Maryland and Penn State.
TWO freshmen, three
sophomores and one senior
will comprise the FAlcon
lineup for this weekend's
tournament

However, two of the
sophomores. John Miller,
and Gary Trealer, were
regulars last season. The
senior. Steve Mossing, also is
an experienced veteran.
Miller and Treater, who
both enjoyed outstanding
rookie seasons last year, are
expected
to
be
the
backbone of this year's
Falcon squad.
Bowling Green coach
John Piper is hoping the
duo
will
provide
a
stabilizing influence for the
next three years, much as
the graduated twosome of
Ken Walters and Mark

ABORTION
$123oo
TOLL FREE 9 a.m.- 10 p.i
l-aOO-«31-3'10

PEACE CORPS - VISTA
You can play an important role in improving
the living conditions of low-income people
in the US. and 68 developing nations thru VISTA
or the Peace Corps.
Volunteer assignments for Fall and Winter
programs are now being filled.
Seniors and grad students should see
recruiters on campus:

October 14-16
Placement Office
and
University Hall

McConnell provided Ihe lasl
four seasons.
TREATER, who won the
team's fail qualifier lasl
week for Ihe second
consecutive
season,
captured this year's tourney
in grand fashion.
He set a new University
course rerord (67) in the
final round as he coasted to
a seven-stroke edge in the
72-hole qualifier.

Miller, who placed third
among individuals in last
year's MAC championships,
took second place in ihe
qualifier
along
with
freshman Sieve Cruse.
Cruse
and
fellow
freshman Pal Dugan will gel
their first taste of collegiate
competition this weekend,
as will sophmore Lonnie
Anthony.
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WAWR RADIO
93.5
on your radio dial

THINK ORANGE!
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Monty's
Beauty Salon
Specializing
in Men's Hair sty ling
on Wednesday nights.
131 W. WoearerSr.
352-2611

